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CPP 6.1 Mon 9:30 POT 251
Bandgap engineering of two-step processed perovskite top
cells for application in perovskite-based tandem photovoltaics
— ∙Ronja Pappenberger1,2, Alexander Diercks2, Ahmed
Farag1,2, Paul Faßl1,2, and Ulrich W. Paetzold1,2 — 1Institut
für Mikrostrukturtechnologie, KIT, Germany — 2Lichttechnisches In-
stitut, KIT, Germany
Tandem solar cells offer a promising concept of raising the efficiency of
silicon solar cells above the theoretical limit of 29%. In this context,
silicon is supplemented by a wide-bandgap perovskite top solar cell to
make better use of the solar spectrum. Perovskite solar cells come into
play given their favorable optoelectronic quality and tunable bandgap.
Textured-front perovskite silicon tandem solar cells currently promise
the highest energy yield for modules in the field. To avoid shunting,
ensure high efficiency and economic production of the perovskite on
the 𝜇m-sized pyramids, a conformal growth of the perovskite layer as
well as a sufficient layer thickness are necessary. A two-step method -
containing a separate deposition of the PbI2 and the organic cations
- enables high film quality, flexibility in choice of component/solution
and the possibility of upscaling. Here, we investigate different strate-
gies of increasing the bandgap of the perovskite. Thereby the location
of the added bromine - cation solution and/or PbI2 solution - is criti-
cal. With our approach, the device performance - PCE of 17.2%, FF
of 76% and Voc of 1.156 V (Eg ≈ 1.64 eV) - and film quality can
be maintained. Furthermore, the effect of an increasing bandgap in
combination with planar/textured silicon bottom cells is studied.

CPP 6.2 Mon 9:45 POT 251
Application of plasma enhanced atomic layer deposition pro-
cess of alumina on perovskite film boosts efficiency of solar
cells — ∙Małgorzata Kot1, Mayank Kedia2, Paul Plate3, Lud-
wig Marth3, Karsten Henkel1, and Jan Ingo Flege1 — 1Applied
Physics and Semiconductor Spectroscopy, BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg,
Konrad-Zuse-Strasse 1, 03046 Cottbus, Germany — 2Institut fuer Pho-
tovoltaik Universitaet Stuttgart, Pfaffenwaldring 47, 70569 Stuttgart,
Germany — 3SENTECH Instruments GmbH, Schwarzschildstraße 2,
12489 Berlin, Germany
It is assumed that plasma-enhanced atomic layer deposition (PEALD)
cannot be used to prepare thin films on sensitive organic-inorganic per-
ovskites because the plasma destroys the perovskite film and thus dete-
riorates its photophysical properties. Here, we prove that using an ap-
propriate geometry of the ALD system (SENTECH SI PEALD system)
and suitable process parameters it is possible to coat perovskites with
alumina by PEALD. Spectromicroscopy followed by electrical charac-
terisation reveal that as long as the PEALD process is not optimized
(too long plasma pulses) one gets degradation of the perovskite as well
as dissociation of the created iodine pentoxide (during PEALD) under
light that causes a valence band maximum (VBM) shift to the Fermi
level and thus significantly decreases the solar cell efficiency. However,
once the PEALD process parameters are optimized, no VBM shift is
observed. Moreover, the solar cell efficiency depends inversely on pro-
cess temperature and layer thickness.

CPP 6.3 Mon 10:00 POT 251
Tuning Crystallization for Highly Efficient Perovskite Sili-
con Tandem Solar Cells — ∙Mohamed Mahmoud1,2, Oussama
Er-Raji1,2, Patricia Schulze1, Anna Juliane Borchert1,2, and
Andreas W. Bett1,2 — 1Fraunhofer ISE — 2University of Freiburg
Perovskite solar cells have the advantages of a strong absorption edge,
defect tolerance, and potential cheap production due to easy produc-
tion methods such as spin coating or slot-die coating as a highly
scalable production method. In the industry, double-sided textured
(micro-meter sized pyramid) silicon is commonly produced to decrease
reflection losses and improve light trapping. Solution-based processing
methods of perovskite on top of the textured Si showed low conformal-
ity, which resulted in shunts and non-working solar cells. To overcome
this issue, the hybrid route was developed, in which inorganic precur-
sors are co-evaporated using the thermal vapor deposition technique
and then organic precursors are spin-coated followed by a thermal an-
nealing. By doing that, high conformality of perovskite thin films on
top of the textured silicon is achieved. However, the resulting per-
ovskite grain size is rather low, which can lower the bulk quality. In

this work, various additives were used to increase the grain size, and
their working mechanisms were studied. In addition, we study the
consequences of different grain sizes at the tandem level with respect
to device efficiency as well as stability. Moreover, using the thermo-
dynamics fundamentals of crystallization, we hypothesize for the first
time a common general explanation for the working mechanism of all
the different additives used.

CPP 6.4 Mon 10:15 POT 251
Efficient Modeling Workflow for Accurate Electronic Struc-
tures of Hybrid Perovskites — Julian Gebhardt1,2, ∙Wei
Wei1,2, and Christian Elsässer1,2,3 — 1Fraunhofer IWM, 79108
Freiburg — 2Cluster of Excellence livMatS, University of Freiburg —
3Freiburg Materials Research Center, University of Freiburg
Hybrid organic-inorganic halide perovskites are the most promising
photovoltaic absorber materials to substitute or complement silicon
in high-efficiency solar cells. These hybrid materials are often con-
strained by their low stability and critical elements like lead. Com-
putational high-throughput screening studies, based on solid-state
electronic-structure theory, are useful to identify promising substitute
materials with targeted properties. In this work, we present an efficient
computational approach based on density-functional theory, which is
suitable to predict band gaps for arbitrary compounds reliably and
in good quantitative agreement with experimental band gap data for
known compounds. This approach is described and demonstrated for
the building blocks of one of the most promising hybrid perovskites,
namely, (HC(NH2)2)𝑥Cs1−𝑥Pb(I𝑦Br1−𝑦)3, with 𝑥 and 𝑦 varied be-
tween zero and one.

J. G. et al. J. Phys. Chem. C 2021 125, 18597.

CPP 6.5 Mon 10:30 POT 251
Photon Management for Ultrathin Solar Cells: Enabling
Waveguide Modes by Structured Back Contact — ∙Merve
Demir, Thomas Schneider, Torsten Hölscher, Heiko Kempa,
and Roland Scheer — Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg,
Germany
The recent research based on Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGSe) solar cells is fo-
cused on thinning down the absorber layer to enable less material con-
sumption and cost effective large scale production. However, having
ultra-thin CIGSe solar cells with absorber layer thickness in sub-micron
level brings the cost of limited absorption of solar spectra and hence
leads to lower energy conversion efficiencies. This problem can be
overcome by the cell architecture including functional back contact
elements for the enhancement of optical absorption. In this contri-
bution, ultrathin CIGSe solar cells with 500 nm thick absorber layer
were combined with nano-textured SiO2 back contacts together with
aluminum back mirror. With this cell design, it is aimed to have in-
creased power conversion efficiency for ultra-thin CIGSe solar cells due
to enhanced absorption of long wavelength region photons. The solar
cell parameters were extracted and compared with the conventional
CIGSe back contact, flat molybdenum, to reveal the effects of func-
tional back contact. The experimental findings on quantum efficiency
measurements prove the positive effects of having highly reflective and
textured back contact. Furthermore, the growth of CIGSe on textured
substrates was examined throughout cross section cuts by scanning
electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray diffraction.

30 min. break

CPP 6.6 Mon 11:15 POT 251
Employing three-dimension structure analysis: digital twin
for studying grain boundary effects in thin film solar cells
— ∙Chang-Yun Song1, Matthias Maiberg1, Heiko Kempa1,
Ali Gholinia2, Wolfram Witte3, Dimitrios Hariskos3, Daniel
Abou-ras4, and Roland Scheer1 — 1Martin-Luther-University
Halle-Wittenberg, Halle, D — 2University of Manchester, Manch-
ester, UK — 3Zentrum für Sonnenenergie- und Wasserstoff-Forschung,
Stuttgart, D — 4Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin, Berlin, D
Grain boundaries (GBs) in polycrystalline Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGSe), are
believed to be one of the performance limiting factors of current record
efficiency CIGSe solar cells. Numerous simulation studies have been
conducted to unveil their effects. Most simulations, however, have
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been done within two-dimensions (2D), thereby presumably using the
simplified GBs shapes. In this study, we thus present a realistic three-
dimensional (3D) GB model for a high-efficiency CIGSe layer. To
this end, a combination of electron backscatter diffraction and focused
ion beam was applied to obtain 3D data of the CIGSe layer, which
then allowed the reconstruction of the 3D grain structure into a com-
puter model. By using the computer model as input for 3D opto-
electronic simulations, we study the electronic effects of GBs on the
high-efficiency solar cell under investigation bulk parameter values for
the simulations were obtained through a combination of simulation and
experiments, such that the solar cell is consistently described. As an
outcome, the 3D simulations confirm that the effect of GB was indeed
underestimated in earlier conventional 2D simulations.

CPP 6.7 Mon 11:30 POT 251
Interface Engineering to reduce non-radiative recombination
losses at the perovskite/C60 interface in monolithic per-
ovskite silicon tandem solar cells — ∙Johanna Modes, Patricia
S. C. Schulze, Kaitlyn Mc Mullin, Maryamsadat Heydarian,
Christoph Meßmer, Juliane Borchert, and Andreas Bett —
Fraunhofer ISE
Metal halide perovskites have emerged in recent years as a promising
absorber material for solar cells with the potential to combine high
power conversion efficiency with low production costs. However, sig-
nificant non-radiative charge carrier recombination occurs at the per-
ovskite interface to the contacts, thus preventing the full potential of
the solar cell from being exploited. Photoluminescence quantum yield
measurements clearly show that the Quasi-Fermi level splitting is re-
duced by evaporation of the electron contact C60 onto perovskites,
leading to limited open-circuit voltage in devices. In recent litera-
ture, as well as in our investigations, different passivation layers are
deposited between perovskite and the electron contact to reduce non-
radiative recombination and to improve the open-circuit voltage. This
is on the one hand pursued by increasing the selectivity at the contacts
through field effects and band alignment and secondly by reducing de-
fects at the interface through chemical passivation.

CPP 6.8 Mon 11:45 POT 251
Spontaneous Polarization in NaNbO3 — ∙Kisung Kang1, Saud
Bin Anooz2, Jutta Schwarzkopf2, Matthias Scheffler1, and
Christian Carbogno1 — 1The NOMAD Laboratory at the FHI
of the Max-Planck-Gesellschaft and IRIS-Adlershof of the Humboldt-
Universität zu Berlin — 2Leibniz-Institut fur Kristallzüchtung (IKZ)
The perovskite NaNbO3 is regarded as a promising lead-free piezo-
electric material, also because its polarization properties can be fur-
ther tailored via strain engineering. [1] In thin films, lattice strain can
be incorporated by the heteroepitaxial growth on lattice mismatch.
By tuning the epitaxial strain in the films, different polymorphs with
distinctively different polarization strength and orientation can be re-
alized [2, 3]. We investigate this question by using density-functional
theory at the semi-local level of theory, which we carefully validate
with hybrid-functional calculations. By this means, we compute the
spontaneous polarization for ten phases of NaNbO3 as a function of
stress and strain. In line with experiments, we confirm that the mon-
oclinic Pm phase features a non-vanishing in-plane polarization, the
orientation of which is independent of the strain. Conversely, the po-
larization direction of the orthorhombic Pmc21 phase depends on the
applied tensile strain. We analyze the underlying electronic and atom-
istic mechanism and discuss how the relevant properties are influenced

by phase transformations.
[1] N. Bein, et al., Phys. Rev. Mater. 6, 084404 (2022).
[2] J. Schwarzkopf, et al., J. Appl. Cryst. 45, 1015 (2012).
[3] S. B. Anooz, et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 120, 202901 (2022).

CPP 6.9 Mon 12:00 POT 251
Peculiar bond length dependence and its impact on the band
gap bowing in (Ag,Cu)(In,Ga)Se2 thin film alloys — ∙Hans H.
Falk1, Stefanie Eckner1, Konrad Ritter1, Sergiu Levcenko1,
Timo Pfeiffelmann1, Edmund Welter2, Jes Larsen3, William
N. Shafarman4, and Claudia S. Schnohr1 — 1Felix Bloch Institute
for Solid State Physics, Leipzig University, Germany — 2Deutsches
Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Germany — 3Department of Materials
Science and Engineering, Uppsala University, Sweden — 4Department
of Materials Science and Engineering, University of Delaware, USA
Incorporation of Ag into Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin film solar cells improves
several of their properties. However, with increasing Ag content, the
band gap of (Ag,Cu)GaSe2 increases even though the lattice expands
and the Ga-Se bond length is predicted to decrease. This is counter-
intuitive, since in other chalcopyrite alloys all bond lengths increase
and the band gap decreases as the lattice expands. Therefore, we
studied the element-specific average bond lengths of (Ag,Cu)GaSe2,
(Ag,Cu)InSe2 and Ag(In,Ga)Se2 using X-ray absorption spectroscopy
for thin films grown on Mo-coated soda lime glass by a single stage co-
evaporation process. As predicted, the Ga-Se bond length decreases
with increasing Ag content in (Ag,Cu)GaSe2. While the In-Se bond
length of (Ag,Cu)InSe2 shows the same behavior, Ag(In,Ga)Se2 ex-
hibits a dependence similar to that of Cu(In,Ga)Se2, demonstrating
that the peculiar behavior is related to mixing the group-I lattice site.
Using the bond lengths we model the anion positions and estimate
their effect on the band gap bowing.

CPP 6.10 Mon 12:15 POT 251
Fast diffusion of spin polarized excitons in bulk lead halide
perovskites — ∙Sergiu Anghel1, Dmitri R. Yakovlev1, Dmitry
N. Dirin2, Maksym V. Kovalenko2, Manfred Bayer1, and
Markus Betz1 — 1Experimentelle Physik 2, Technische Universität
Dortmund, Otto-Hahn-Straße 4a, D-44227 Dortmund, Germany —
2Laboratory of Inorganic Chemistry, Department of Chemistry and
Applied Biosciences, ETH Zürich, Zürich CH-8093, Switzerland
We investigate the spin diffusion of the free ”hot” excitons in
FA0.9Cs0.1PbI2.8Br0.2 bulk lead halide perovskite crystal at cryo-
genic temperatures by employing ultrafast time- and spatial-resolved
magneto-optical Kerr microscopy. We measure the spin diffusion co-
efficient (D_s) of the free excitons of D_s~50 cm^2/s , which is a
very surprising outcome, especially in the light of the recent results
obtained on bulk or two-dimensional perovskites [1,2], where D_s is
at least two orders of magnitude lower. D_s shows a roughly linear
dependence on pump energy whereas the dependence on pump power
is much more intricate - after a certain pump power threshold we ob-
serve an anomalous, nonlinear spatial dependence of D_s. We discuss
our findings in view of efficient exciton-phonon coupling and Auger
processes.

[1] A. Baldwin, G. Delport, K. Leng, R. Chahbazian, K. Galkowski,
K. P. Loh, and S. D. Stranks, J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 12, 4003 (2021).
[2] S. D. Stranks, G. E. Eperon, G. Grancini, C. Menelaou, M. J. P.
Alcocer, T. Leijtens, L. M. Herz, A. Petrozza, and H. J. Snaith, Science
342, 341 (2013).
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